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Overview 

As the media and entertainment (M&E) production and distribution industry rapidly 
evolve toward secure, cloud-based workflows, new solutions are required to protect the 
assets of content producers, rights holders, technology vendors, and distributors. The 
industry needs a highly effective and efficient way to identify content owners, authenticate 
business partners, and track assets through supply chains. To solve this challenge, a 
consortium of M&E and technology companies created the Digital Asset Trust Framework 
(DATF). The DATF is an open-source software (OSS) project that leverages distributed 
ledger technology (DLT) to provide M&E networks the tools required to secure, trace, and 
record immutable records of actions between parties. Robust access control and an 
enterprise-oriented consensus mechanism give the performance, reliability, and privacy 
needed by real-world businesses. The DATF can be expeditiously integrated with existing 
products, tools, and workflows to record the people, systems, and tools that have touched 
the asset. The resulting immutable, queryable Blockchain environment is a Digital Asset 
Trust Network (DATN), which contains applied security measures and records of 
transformations made to the asset throughout its lifecycle.  

The integration of the DATF tools results in increased levels of collaboration and 
productivity while mitigating risks, thus enabling all partners to co-create and protect valuable 
content faster in highly distributed, hybrid cloud environments. This paper overviews the 
necessity of such a framework and highlights the fundamental problems of existing digital 
asset supply chains in the cloud. More than that, it also details the DATF’s architecture, 
toolkit capabilities, and the benefits that integration offers.  

Problem - Siloed Data, Disparate Audit Trails, Lack of Trusted 
Collaboration 

As asset creation and distribution move into a completely digital space, the need to 
securely tracking assets, collaborating in a virtual environment, and monetizing content 
increases exponentially. However, tracing and authenticating an asset’s lifecycle with 
traditional methods is time-consuming, expensive, and impractical. Disparate logs, varying 
organizations’ media types, workflows, identification schemes, and high settlement times 
prohibit the correlation of content and historical metadata history as assets pass through the 
many systems and infrastructures of a cloud environment. Siloed data makes the analysis 
and presentation of content history less trustworthy, more prone to errors, and expensive. 
The additional risk lies in the backup and content recovery procedures of service providers, 
leaving exposure for data loss, corruption, or unauthorized use by any entity participating in a 
given workflow. With the volume of digital assets growing at an unprecedented rate, it is 
difficult to streamline response times to unforeseen incidents, including data loss and 
mismanagement. Recent studies by IBM and IDC supported this assertion, noting: 
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• Eighty-five percent of Chief Supply Chain Officers report a lack of visibility, with 70 
percent naming visibility as their biggest challenge. 

• Ninety percent of all data is “dark,” meaning it is siloed, unstructured, or difficult to 
manipulate.  

Without the ability to interact with dark data for use, content leaks and disruptions are difficult 
to track and respond to promptly.   

While cloud services can unequivocally provide advantages to cost, performance, 
margin, and scalability for businesses, traditional problems in tracking and securing a digital 
asset throughout its lifecycle become more complicated when moving to the cloud. 
Meanwhile, distributed and virtualized workflows are growing faster than ever. Digital assets 
must pass through an increased number of systems, entities, and individuals, raising new 
questions regarding the pedigree and provenance of digital assets and unrealized 
opportunity costs. With only twenty percent of enterprise workloads migrated into the cloud, 
the increased ability to authenticate, secure, and trace digital assets provided by a DATN will 
ease and accelerate further migration.  

Solution - Trust Networks and the Tools to Implement 

Trust Networks: 

The movement of digital assets across disparate systems generally consists of similar 
processes. Conventional processes permit the establishment of a set of standards, allowing 
for interoperability of operations involved in the production and distribution. In the M&E 
industry, traditional processes include media capture, live production, post-production, 
effects, visual enhancements, audio sweetening, musical scores, captioning, and metadata 
in the form of timecode, scripts, formats, logs, contracts, rights, distribution agreements, 
creator identifications, digital links, and legal/financial tracking. However, a majority of media 
production and distribution use a combination of these processes in a manner that allows for 
the identification, description, and establishment of similar workflow patterns. Connecting 
these previously fragmented traditional processes and newer “cloud processes” solves the 
problem of disparate audit trails and creates a single, unified tracing system. Creating a 
trusted network is a robust and cost-effective way to accomplish this.  

A trust network is a collection of participants and systems with agreed-upon policies 
that provide a permissioned record of actions between parties. A shared, secure, and 
searchable history of all actions leads to a more efficient, productive, and potentially 
profitable manner of business operations. The immediate advantages provided by a trusted 
network include the availability of information regarding the provenance and pedigree of 
assets as well as increased operational efficiency and productivity. Additional benefits 
include: building new and reinforcing existing business relationships, exchanging data with 
specific agreement terms at scale, integrating security best practices, opportunities for 
advanced analytics, and monetization strategies.  

Distributed Ledger Technology for a Trust Network 

The intrinsic properties of Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) facilitates trust in 
networks that might otherwise contain unauthorized members or become exposed to 
untrusted outsiders. Distributed Ledger Technologies is characterized by distributed data 
transmission, storage, and verification among members. Consensus mechanisms force 
agreement on the validity of transactions and the immutability of distributed ledgers, and 
prevents tampering and backtracking. Despite their similarities, the current offerings of 
private and public DLTs have key differences that make a private framework the better 
choice for implementing a trusted network.  
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Figure 1. Different database architectural designs 

Private DLTs can handle a higher throughput compared to public DLTs due to their 
different consensus mechanisms. Higher throughput enables the performance needed for 
enterprise scale. Further, complete control of infrastructure in private networks allows for 
alignment with compliance requirements (ex. GDPR, HIPAA, MPAA), which is difficult when 
unknown parties control nodes. The anonymity of users and systems is typically undesirable 
in business networks; thus, the identity and membership schemes of private DLTs more 
closely mirror business organization requirements.  

Why Hyperledger Fabric:  

One primary reason that trust networks have historically struggled to materialize is 
due to the lack of technology required for implementation. Only recently have enterprise-
ready DLTs become available, including Quorum, Hyperledger Fabric, and R3’s Corda. Each 
DLT lends itself towards solving a specific set of problems; the following explains why the 
DATF governance board chose Hyperledger Fabric for the underlying platform on which to 
build the DATF.  

As referenced previously, trust networks for enterprise audiences require three key 
attributes: performance, resilience, and privacy. Hyperledger Fabric’s private nature and 
Raft-based consensus mechanism achieve performance unavailable on public chains. While 
the authors of this paper have avoided making performance comparisons to other private 
platforms, it is worth noting quantitative benchmarks have positioned Hyperledger Fabric’s 
available throughput to be highly competitive. Networks must also be able to recover from 
unexpected failures and downtime. Fabric’s ability to use redundant peer nodes, a clustered 
ordering service, and duplicates of other components ensure high availability.   

Privacy and security concerns are among the most critical issues in the M&E industry, 
as sensitive data and content cannot be shared with competitors or distributed to 
unauthorized users. Access control and private data collections built into Hyperledger allow 
for data and actions to be recorded and secured on a network where all participants are not 
explicitly trusted. While public DLTs can be used with adequately encrypted and hashed 
sensitive data, they often fail to meet security standards in industries that subcontract to 
competitive vendors. Content that is stored off-site or is publicly available is a considerable 
risk, encrypted and anonymized or not.  

Hyperledger provides the backbone upon which to build a solution for these problems 
faced by the M&E industry and users, bringing safer inter-organizational collaboration with 
both existing and future partners.   
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Tracking the Movement of Data via the DATF 

 Distributed ledgers by nature require standards and rules upon which partners must 
agree. By outlining an extensible set of standards and regulations, and providing a toolkit to 
use them, we’ve reduced the development time and speed adoption for all.   

Central to any implementation of a distributed ledger technology is an identifier 
scheme. Business workflows typically incorporate well-established identification registries, 
but doing so at scale and across organizations is challenging. The DATF’s pluggable 
architecture allows for a “bring your own identifier” method, easing integration into existing 
infrastructure. For example, numerous M&E workflows use EIDR as a universal and unique 
ID for assets throughout its lifecycle. The DATF leverages this by implementing a pluggable, 
global ID scheme, allowing users to choose the global ID used to reference an asset that 
ensures seamless integration.   

Agreed upon policies within a Digital Asset Trust Network are implemented as smart 
contracts and packed into chaincode. Chaincode governs interactions between participants 
in a network. Within the DATF provided chaincode, assets are defined by an open-ended 
data model that other parties can extend for their use cases. An asset’s data model stores 
information about the digital asset itself, plus its current state and attributes. This primary 
data model provides a foundation for a:   

• Chain of Custody, defined as “systems and individuals who’ve held possession of an 
asset.”  

• Chain of Access, described as “users and organizations who’ve had access to an 
asset.”  

• Chain of Ownership, defined as “organizations who’ve had ownership rights to an 
asset.”  

• Versioning, so “as an asset is modified, there remains a unified audit trail.”  

To properly leverage the underlying data model as described, actions performed on 
assets must record information to the transaction. As these assets advance through their 
lifecycle, the asset metadata is transformed through interactions with organizations, users, 
and systems. The optimal way to represent and record these actions is through the use of a 
transactional model.   

Transactions and Queries 

Transactions are defined as functions within the chaincode. The function definition 
and structure are predefined by companies within the network, and unique metadata is 
added in anticipation of the submission of a transaction. Transactions provide the basis for 
the collection and correlation of an asset’s historical data.   

The DATF defines basic transactions that account for the registration of an asset, 
modification of an asset, change in ownership, and other commonly performed actions. 
Beyond the basic transactions defined by the DATF, the chaincode can be extended and 
customized for workflow specific processes and metadata.   

Queries are ad-hoc searches against the dataset recorded within the ledger. These 
searches enable expedited analysis and presentation of previously siloed data. The 
chaincode design makes it possible to develop additional transactions and queries for 
industry and network-specific use cases, subsequently integrated into existing networks.  
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Figure 2. Relationship between Chaincode, Smart Contracts, and metadata 

In practice, transactions can be tied to any process or transformation done to an 
asset throughout its lifecycle. For example, when a piece of raw footage is transferred to 
visual effects, the transfer of ownership or custodianship can be recorded into the ledger as a 
transaction. Within the visual effects, all transformations (ex. color corrections) made to the 
original footage are recorded as distinct transactions in the ledger. In the same way, any 
metadata produced that documents the transformation to a digital asset can be recorded, 
only limited by the respective application’s ability to provide that metadata.  

Not only do the transactions capture the assets’ transformations, but they also record 
metadata associated with the change, including the vendor, individual editor, date/time, 
storage location, etc. In particular, if the content needs to be compliant with legal contracts, 
distribution agreements, or regulatory standards (such as GDPR/MPAA), tracking and 
managing this metadata is critical.   

Further, the DATF enables a wide variety of queries: simple searches include viewing 
current asset attributes tor the details of past transactions; complex queries of aggregate 
information stored across multiple transactions that might include:  

• Displaying all asset transfers. 
• Identifying all downloads to a personal device. 
• Viewing modifications performed by a single person or vendor within a timeframe. 
• Tracking all distribution channels and their consumption patterns. 

The DATF provides powerful analytical capabilities to ensure the security of high-value digital 
assets, workflow efficiency reviews, monetization accounting, and future growth planning.  

Access Control 

With so much information recorded and available, limited access is a need all parties 
have required. Access control mechanisms in Fabric’s matrix, such as client identity, 
organizational identity, and client attributes, determine if a user is authorized to invoke 
specific transactions or queries. These mechanisms can are applied across any level: hiding 
blocks, transactions, or single metadata fields from view by non-authorized users, groups, or 
entire organizations.   
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In the industry, it is common for a variety of specialized vendors to contribute to 
different phases of a project. Media firms and content owners want access to the full history 
of their assets to ensure security, view progress, and track monetization. Yet, they also need 
to create access levels for vendors and partners who can only view the relevant parts of the 
chain. For example, access controls outlined by the DATF allow for sharing color correction 
profiles and music libraries allowed on a project, while maintaining the confidentiality of 
engagement between other service providers or non-relevant partners working on the 
content production and distribution chain.   

Private Data 

Although access control prevents data from being accessed, transactional data can 
remain replicated in a ledger copy stored on untrusted peers. Private data collections solve 
this problem as the data is not replicated on all peers. Instead, private data is stored on 
predefined trusted peers, and a hash remains with untrusted peers. The hash allows all 
channel participants to see the flow of a transaction without allowing them to see all of the 
actual data associated with the project. Private data can also be purged by the content owner 
or rightsholder, leaving behind a hash as immutable evidence of the transaction’s validity 
without exposing data.  

Media firms and content creators may also perform actions or hold information 
deemed too sensitive to be part of a distributed audit trail. These actions or information 
components can be recorded and contained in private data collections, yet still integrated 
into an audit trail by the authorized user. The activities included in this private data collection 
will not be duplicated on any unauthorized peers. This schema differs from access control, 
where all peers maintain a copy of the ledger but disallow unauthorized access. Together, 
these two privacy features provide highly customizable and secure tooling to meet the 
requirements of security-minded industries.  

Channels 

The DATF uses standard Hyperledger Fabric infrastructure, namely peers, an 
ordering service, and certificate authorities. These can be set up manually using the publicly 
available images distributed by the Linux Foundation, or through PaaS offerings such as the 
IBM Blockchain Platform, Hyperledger Fabric on Microsoft’s Azure, or Amazon’s Managed 
Blockchain.   

Hyperledger channels are segmented private networks between members that share 
a Hyperledger infrastructure. For example, in the M&E space, a post-production service 
provider may be working on different projects for multiple media companies. By creating a 
channel for each media firm (or for a rightsholder, project, or asset), all information between 
potential competitors is kept separate, ensuring high levels of security and privacy required 
when working with high-value assets. At the same time, it cuts costs by allowing service 
providers to reuse their infrastructure securely, lowers barriers to entry for cloud-based 
resource providers, enables more flexible “digital collaboration,” both live and in post-
production, and mitigates manual tracking and pain points.  
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Figure 3. Digital Asset Trust Network sample architecture 

Open Source 

 As an open-source project, the DATF offers a transparent and equal access 
codebase backed by a diverse community of developers. The goal of the DATF is to equip all 
M&E digital asset creators, owners, collaborators, and distributors with tools allowing them to 
establish trust networks. Enterprise-only ownership of such a toolkit would restrict adoption 
and limit both the project’s scope and potential.   

The neutral nature of open source software enables equal access with limited 
ownership by an individual or organization. The more extensive contributor base an open-
source framework provides allows for an increased rate of development and broader build-
out of additional features. M&E firms’ workflows face problems similar to other industries 
working with digital assets: open-sourcing allows cross-industry collaboration in solving 
everyday problems and builds solutions faster, together.  

Open-source codebases are set up to guarantee users have access to source code 
with few limitations. The community can view and validate the DATF source code to ensure it 
meets security, usability, and functionality requirements. Further, open-source projects 
typically result in faster identification of bugs and vulnerabilities than proprietary projects, 
often due to additional exposure the code receives.   

In addition, appropriate project oversight prevents unknowing or malicious actors from 
pushing changes that could exploit or hurt other users. Project oversight of the DATF is 
planned through the establishment of a governance model using structures well-established 
in existing open collaboration verticals. As the project continues to expand and evolve, a 
diverse team is established to outline the project roadmap, prioritize features, and meet the 
evolving needs of the M&E and other participating industries.   

The DATF is meant to serve content creators, owners, developers, vendors, artists, 
distributors, and end-users across the diverse areas of the industry including live, post-
production, value-added, video, film, digital, print, stage, screen and anywhere M&E content 
is created, modified, processed, distributed or consumed. The governance board will also 
coordinate with standards bodies to develop standards around the chaincode and supporting 
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code to promote technical interoperability, which will reduce fragmentation and friction that 
would otherwise arise from an unstandardized framework.  

Additional Value 

Integrating application-level data movement and management capabilities into your 
digital asset supply chain  

Beyond providing security, traceability, and cost-cutting operational improvements, 
the DATF can be extended to fit unique use cases that have historically eluded effective 
solutions. Smart contracts contain the logic by which metadata is recorded on the ledger; this 
can be extended to implement business logic to facilitate business process improvements, 
cloud virtualization, and automation both within and between organizations.   

Without a common framework and data model that enables disparate organizations to 
create mutually accessible digital asset management ecosystems, inter-organizational 
business process automation is limited to custom workflow integrations. In addition to being 
time-consuming and expensive to establish initially, custom integrations are rarely scalable to 
other workflows or asset pipelines shared by other network members who would otherwise 
benefit from an integrated ecosystem of creators, vendors, cloud providers, and distributors. 

Further, by leveraging the DATF smart contracts, common business logic can assist 
in automating transactions across an entire DATN. For example,  post-production or 
distribution services related to an asset can be linked to a smart contract that automatically 
feeds into a high-speed delivery service. The result is the automatic migration of content to a 
specific post-production service, such as a multilingual voiceover provider who then hands-
off the completed project to international distribution channels without the need to interface 
with intermediary services, all while being tracked and recorded.   

Identity management and smart contracts can also be extended to support and 
enforce legally binding transactions. Typically, contracts that are written between media 
companies, rights holders, partners, and various service providers include non-disclosure 
agreements, royalty and rights management, contractor agreements, regional restrictions, 
geofencing, etc. The integration of legal frameworks for digital signatures combined with the 
DATF’s identity management allows for automated transactions and distribution while 
dramatically reducing resolution time and associated expenses. Additionally, the agreements 
themselves are written to an immutable ledger, preventing contract tampering and versioning 
abuse that can corrupt legal documents or lead to unauthorized and untraceable 
redistribution.  

 The DATF is also poised to address content availability management (avails) and 
expedite peripheral processes. Understanding who can access the content, what content is 
currently available (live or in post-production), for how long, and which distribution channels 
or geographical regions are permissioned, is critical to managing the complexity and 
monetization of avails.  Chaincode will not only be able to describe and process these 
conditions, but it will also be able to revoke access when the avails have expired 
automatically. This chaincode design results in a streamlined and automated distribution of 
avails with all relevant information readily available.  

 Finally, the DATF can augment e-commerce ecosystems to accelerate the delivery of 
content from the content creators to the content distributors. Historically, this ecosystem of 
content creators delivering to content distributors is filled with a variety of intermediaries, 
asymmetrical negotiations, and other sources of friction that reduce the value captured by 
both the content creator and distributor. Creating the DATF channels can remove much of 
the friction, allowing participants to interact directly. Smart contracts expedite both the 
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transfer of digital assets and support their peripheral legal documentation, resulting in both 
groups capturing more value even before delivering content to end-users.  

 The variety of applications presented in this paper is only a small fraction of the use 
cases provided by the DATF and its authors. As long as there are needs for trusted 
collaboration, distributed networks, automation, privacy, and the security of digital assets, 
there will be an opportunity for a DATN to overcome operational and behavioral gaps in any 
industry.  

Conclusion 

The M&E industry has a rich history of leading the world with new and emerging 
technologies that revolutionize the way we educate each other, tell stories, and drive our 
culture forward. With emerging technology like blockchain and rapidly expanding 
interdependent cloud-based workflows, we are collectively presented with the opportunity to 
lead and manage the industry’s next technological revolution. Content creators, owners, 
vendors, and distributors are increasingly developing live and post-produced content in the 
cloud, and there is a vital need to authenticate, secure, track, manage, monetize and audit 
content creation. The open-source Digital Asset Trust Framework dramatically changes the 
paradigm by providing efficient, trusted, and secure collaboration in an ever-expanding, 
cloud-based environment.  

The DATF will enable the M&E industry to coordinate, secure, and manage the 
exchange of digital assets throughout their lifecycle and create trusted networks in ways 
previously not considered or even thought possible. Organizations in the network can more 
seamlessly cooperate, reducing development costs, time to value, and risks associated with 
disorganized collaboration or “going it alone.” Given the robustness and flexibility of the 
framework, Digital Asset Trust Networks can easily be set up and adapted to integrate into 
any hybrid cloud-based workflow to capture each and any step of an asset’s journey.  

Industry best practices around private data management emphasize critical elements, 
including encryption at rest and in transit, secure credential exchange, secure key exchange, 
forensic tracking, and authentication. As these security practices are used in tandem with the 
DATF, business networks achieve end-to-end security that protects their assets, individuals, 
and partners who operate in a digital supply chain.   

The DATF already seamlessly incorporates many of these best practices and makes 
it possible to cohesively integrate additional and future requirements using the same 
workflow without complex integrations. This flexibility makes it possible to uphold the most 
robust security protocols without continually reinventing or inhibiting the workflows of content 
creators producing volumes of digital assets.  

The DATF project was born from an overarching philosophy that technology should 
enable users to not only optimize their businesses, but to also make the most out of the 
relationships they have with employees, partners, and the community. This philosophy was 
also a driving factor for creating the DATF as an open-source project, allowing everyone the 
ability to participate in the design, development, and deployment of their own “trust 
networks.”   

Many technologies have come before to improve the contributions of storytellers, 
artists, technologists, and business people; rarely does a technology fundamentally 
transform our ability to collaborate. The authors of this paper and our growing M&E Industry 
partners invite you to join us in building a trusted and secure future for cloud-based 
workflows and digital asset management.   

 


